
FLEX PROGAE gVJAMT.I.Oh INTIUVIF,W 
As we begin this interview evaluation of the 21exible 3chedulir 

PrOgram, let me say that if you do not understand any questiou, or itzi 
intent you can ash to -0ass onto the next iterc.. I '::annon explain awv 
question, for I at not familiar with the Prof;ram, and have been dircted 
to only collect your responses. If you have been in the Prop;ra for 
more than this year, you are urged to make your answers on the basis of 
your entire experience, not just the present year. Aro you ready to 
begin? 

I. What is your name? 
-2. What is your grade level? Senior Junior Sophomore 
3. How long have you been in the Flex Program? 
4. Why did you enter the Flex Program?________________ 

5. Do you believe that you made a wise choice in entering the Procfram? 

6.l'm goins to go through a list of Flex activities and goals. As . 1 
mention eachl  give a rating of ---excellent, good, fair, or poor,..in 
terms of how you feel about the Program's effectiveness in that area. 
You can coPment after you make the rating of each, but begin with' a 
response of either excellent, good, fair, or poor. 

Speaker presentations----Rating:  

Do you wich to make any comment about your answer? 
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Film Programs----Rating: 

Any comment? 

....••••••••••••••••••• 

Writing activities—themes, exams, workshops, writing electives—all things 
tO 2'itlnrr exnr)riences. RPtin:  

Comment? 



Readings: the books and handouts used in core and electives. 
Rating: Any comment? 

•••••••••••••••• 

Critical thinking development --Rating: 

Comment: 

Elective program----Rating: 

Comment: 

•*•••• 

Seminar discussions----Rating: 

Comment: 

Dealing with relevant issues----Rating: 
Comment: 

Tolerance for divergent viewpoints----Rating: 

Comment: 

Development of a desire to learn----Rating: 
Comment: 

Development of a recognition and acceptance of cultural differences. 
Rating: Comment: 

Developent of self-diection and responsibility. Rating: 
Comment: 



/. Now, let's go on to some other questions about the Flex Program. Which 
would you say about Flex in regard to what it does about your attitude 
about school? 

It Makes school more enjoyable. 
----It makes school less enjoyable. 

It doesn't have any effect on the way you feel about school 

Any comment you wish to make about your answer? 

8.In Flex, which do you feel you receive? 

A very good variety of opinion 

A fairly good variety of opinion 

A somewhat slanted viewpoint 

A very slanted viewpoint 

Any comment you'd like to make about that answer? 

9.Does Flex give opportunities for students to participate in leadership of 
the activities? Yes No ??? 
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Comment: 

amp,* 

10.How do you see other teachers in the school reacting to Flex? 

11.What are the feelin7s of other students in school about Flex? 

12.If you were advising the Superintendent and Board of Education, would you 
tell them that Flex is worth maintaining? • 



In summary, what do you like about the Flex program? 

And, what do you not like? 

Thank you very much for your help in this project. 
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